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WHERE WE FIT:
We conceive of this publication as a midway
between the quick and accessible commentaries
of the blogosphere on one hand, and the
vital academic journals such the Journal of
Libertarian Studies and the Quarterly Journal of
Austrian Economics on the other. Those wanting
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Not only do we want to produce essays relating
to Austrian Economics and Rothbardian
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culture, sociology, history, etc. Eventually we
will achieve graphics, artwork, and interactive
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THE STYLE OF CONTENT:
Our tone is reflective and elegant, not
academic or punchy. We don’t seek to offer new
contributions to the edifice, but to synthesize
and reflect on previous advancements. We don’t
want merely to cover current events, but interact
with meta-trends in light of our theory.
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THE QUALITY OF CONTENT:
Obviously, we need world class contributors and
essays. We have to work our way to this. For one
thing, we cannot yet pay for the content we must
eventually produce. But stick with us. We’ll get
there.
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ON THE MAG’S NAME:
Many of our early subscribers love the name. We
think it’s a fantastic and precise phrase and are
glad we control the domain– we will alway use
it in that regard. But for the publication itself,
it does put a ceiling on our reach. We’ll need
something punchier, more interesting for those
new to these ideas.
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E D I TO R I A L

BEYOND
THE
SETTING
SUN
Our posture and demeanor
in an era of political disillusion
The Editors

A

mong the animating convictions behind the creation of
the Austro Libertarian magazine project is that there
is immense need for a broader commentary on the
world than can currently be found in the majority of “movement”
outlets. We felt the nagging pull toward a project that might
contribute so much more than empty and fleeting commentary
on trending topics. While so many libertarians seem honed in
on policy-related chatter and repetitive complaints about this or
that government activity, there is an emerging realization that we
must not ignore more epochal concerns. Such concerns must not
be relegated narrowly to the state, but as well to the development
of the history, culture, and worldview of our time.
8
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“With ignorance virtually
institutionalized, how can we get man to
see? Bewildered by his curious alienation
from reality, he is unable to prescribe
for himself, for he imagines that what he
needs is more of the disease.”
— Richard Weaver —
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I

n reflecting on how we desire to leverage the benefits and
insights of our Austro-libertarian principles, we are conscious of
two destructive tendencies among contemporary libertarians.
First, there are those who expand the definition of libertarianism
beyond the legal and political boundaries of its own subject matter.
The expression associated with this expansionary characterization
of libertarianism has come to be called “thick libertarianism.” This
understanding of libertarianism extends the doctrine into a general
spirit or demeanor by which people express the overall struggle of
Western man to be free of all psychological, moral, cultural, and
familial pressure.
Stating this tendency differently, the libertarian (qua his
libertarianism) ought to oppose the state, not merely because
the state is itself an inherent breach of property ownership
rules, but because it is more generally an oppressive factor in the
struggle for men to be free from social biases, prejudices, norms,
and expectations. In this vague terminology, the state is but one
example, though certainly a unique and especially egregious one, of
the general problem of social restraint on freedom.
The second tendency is generally a reaction to the first one,
but is, despite this, also a reflection of a wider developing social
problem: the disinterest in meta-human affairs. Related to the
“libertarian movement,” such as it is (and such as this phrase still
serves a purpose), this tendency presents itself in those libertarians
who make libertarianism the only thing worth discussing and
propagating.
Since libertarianism is “thin,” the libertarian is free to ignore
developments outside the topic of the state directly, as well as
the state’s impact on the world indirectly. Cultural and historical
phenomena, the progression and decline of epochs, the shifting
character of social interpretation and outlook on the world—none of
these matter because they are merely side issues that stand outside
the spotlight focus on the state itself.

10
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This is not to say that these libertarians who misuse
libertarianism’s thinness are intentional about their neglect of extrapolitical concerns, but rather, in practice and in their general habits
and daily focus, this is what really attracts their daily attention.
They have not theoretically traded a “thin libertarianism” for an
“atomistic libertarianism,” but they have indeed done so practically.
This is a product of a sort of social nihilism where all is meaningless
except the single most important issue: the activities of the state.

O

ver against both “thick libertarianism” and “atomistic
libertarianism,” our own framework is such that
libertarianism is a particularly developed and precise
legal theory, an heir of common law and classical legal theory, yet
advanced to a highly refined and technical degree. And it fits, like
a puzzle piece, into a larger framework of subjects related to what
was once referred to as “the humanities.” Austro-libertarians offer
something important to the humanities; yet let us not ignore the
fact that legal theory is but a single subject matter in the greater
discipline of human affairs.
In light of the above, the Austro Libertarian magazine project is
an exercise in practicing what we preach. Statism is a tremendous
and festering disease in our world and has indeed contributed to
political, economic, and social crises. But to deal with the problems
of the ages, we need more at our disposal than political theory and
such sentiment comes not from an ivory tower or bullhorn. We are
not the libertarian movement’s leadership à la Vladimir Lenin, and
neither would we purport to be its guiding voice.
But if our observations at least tend in the right direction, then
perhaps it would behoove us to first live out the impressions we seek
to communicate. Specifically, there are four attitudes that strike us
as particularly relevant to a burgeoning libertarian identity crisis.
As follows, they will be expressed from broad in scope, to narrow.
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1.

O

ur libertarianism seeks to understand where libertarianism
fits within a broader historical and social framework. Here,
we intently seek to avoid a particular accusation within
Murray Rothbard’s screed against the typical libertarian, offered
during his latter, paleolibertarian years.
This typical libertarian, he wrote, “is fairly bright, and fairly wellsteeped in libertarian theory. But he knows nothing and cares less
about history, culture, the context of reality or world affairs. His only
reading or cultural knowledge is science fiction … which manages to
keep him very nicely insulated from reality.”
To update this for the present decade, Netflix and Taylor Swift
constitute the breadth of culture for the typical libertarian. We
emphasize that this general inability to grapple with a more profound
analysis of socio-cultural affairs is not a product of one’s libertarianism,
but rather the loss of an appreciation for more meaningful cultural
standards in the West more generally.
But, Rothbard continues: “as a result, the average rank-and-file
member of the most ineffectual Trotskyite sect knows far more about
world affairs than all but a tiny handful of libertarian leaders.” It is
difficult to overstate the role that this simple critique had in the creation
of Austro Libertarian magazine. For nearly a year and a half prior to
the first print, our reading through the issues of Jacobin magazine and
understanding the way they approach world affairs at a meta-level
demonstrated Rothbard’s seemingly offhand cheap shot.
In this regard, a core component of our effort is to ourselves be

12
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GRAND
NA R R AT I V E
grander lay-thinkers and analysts, and not simply to “go and make
[libertarian] disciples of all nations.” Part and parcel of this goal
is to understand the world, to explain its emergence, to come to
an awareness of the ages and epochs through which humanity
has passed, and to interpret the meta-framework of historical
development.
In short, following the lead of Hans-Hermann Hoppe’s recent
endeavor to produce a “libertarian grand narrative,” we seek to
contextualize and apply our libertarianism within the framework
of broader studies. In Hoppe’s own words, “the greatest challenge
for libertarians is to develop a grand historical narrative that is to
counter and correct the so-called Whig theory of history that all
ruling elites, everywhere and at all times, have tried to sell to the
public– that is, the view that we live in the best of all times (and
that they are the ones who guarantee that this stays so) and that the
grand sweep of history ... has been one of ... steady progress.”
But even broader than the difficult investigations into
civilizational progress and decline, we consider as vital the recovery
of interest in narrative history as a discipline. Robert Nisbet
explains the lost interest in traditional history as a sweeping
study of the development of humanity in exchange for the cheap
and disintegrated “potpourris” of scattered past events and stories
(History of the Idea of Progress, 328). If we are to properly understand
the world around us, we must appreciate the path, intellectual and
otherwise, that we have taken to get here.
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n our present age, those attracted to ideology are often tempted
toward sentiments of a revolutionary impulse. While one will
not find in our pages a particular denouncement of ideology
as such (after all, libertarianism, a body of abstract propositions, is
in fact ideological), we do carry a general demeanor or attitude of
hesitancy and restraint with regard to social change. Such an attitude
is not restricted to criticism of the bloody mess created by the French
or Bolshevik Revolutions; revolution in a broad sense can include
calculated political centralization as a means toward social change
(a replacement of what remains of natural society with increased
artificial/political dynamics) such as, for example, the attempt to
ignore local cultural dynamics in a quest to bring about a grand
implementation of a new ideal socio-economic order—whether this
be national conservatism, libertarianism, or socialism.
There are specifics to the logical outworking of our first principles,
and yet, revolutionary social upheavals are perilous toward social
stability and longevity. Due to this, we are generally critical of those
who adopt a Trotskyite “permanent revolution” approach toward
social change, even if purportedly libertarian.
In this way, we stress the organic, evolutionary nature of the
foundation and continuation of a sound society. Society is not
something that can simply be manipulated and swept away artificially
via coercion or upheaval. As a general rule, the common, everyday
man does not think in terms of sweeping changes that must be made
holistically in pursuit of a better world; rather, he spends his time
thinking about his own specific problems and frustrations: lower
taxes, increased financial security, safety, etc.

14
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Most people do not think in terms of what a reconstruction of
society would do for the world; they do not dream about the ideal
society. Far from this being an accusatory observation, it is rather an
attempt at political realism. Ignoring the mood of the common man,
some who think about grander problems purport also to design a
path forward for humanity. This had very serious ramifications, for
instance, as the Bolshevik intellectual (ideological) revolutionaries
decimated the centuries-old tsarist system and therefore the lives and
livelihoods of millions in the decades that followed.
While it is relevant to consider the dangers of a revolutionary
impulse, there is an under-appreciated additional layer to this
observation. In Richard Pipes’s short Three Whys of the Russian
Revolution he compares the cataclysmic changes in Russia during the
early twentieth century to the shifts that occurred in Western Europe
during the same decades. From its ancient foundations “the Russian
state was imposed from above” rather than, as in the European case,
evolving over centuries from below. The European feudalistic structure
included elements of strong non-state social institutions and lateral
lines of authority. Thus, when epochal change came to the East at
the dawn of the twentieth century, the vanishing of the Russian state
created a vacuum of social chaos.
To pinpoint the conclusion here, consider that as the now allpowerful state in the West has largely succeeded in undermining
whatever lattice work of social authority and cultural institutions once
existed independent of the state, we must take to heart the dangers of
a transition from a society that is upheld exclusively by the state, to a
society upheld by nothing at all.

REVO LU TIO N
AND C H A NG E
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3.

I
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t follows from the previously expressed
hesitancy toward ideological revolution that we must follow-up with an
additional comment of general disinterest
in what might be called “political reformism.” Marxist theorists and strategists at
the dawn of the Red Century intensely debated whether their program should seek
to eradicate the existing order in one fell
swoop, or, instead, work within it to challenge the system and slowly generate small
improvements over the long haul.
Likewise, those today who are fed up
with “the two party system” and the present
political power dynamic have continued to
seek change at increasingly centralized levels
of government. Betraying all consideration
of historical and cultural elements, they
seek to enact a “libertarianism from the
top down.” Of particular interest to us in
the United States, the Libertarian Party
leadership has in recent months continued
to goad the politically disinterested into
diving into national party participation
(to the complete abandonment of quality
in principle—for what matter to them
is numbers, not ideas) as a means of
expression.
This strikes us as being in complete
opposition to the most prudent path
forward. We prefer a mood and spirit
of de-politicization, not revamped and
renewed political passion. Our argument
is not against the possibility of politics as
a tactic, but against the idea that anything
No. 3 | Summer 2019
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PO L ITICA L
UNIV E R SA L ISM

outside the political is an abandonment of
the pursuit of improvement.
Similarly, the recent coalition around a
so-called “national conservatism,” as much
as we appreciate the anti-left sentiment,
strikes us as the very abandonment of the
quest for a conservative, natural society, that
the true spirit of rightism should prefer. A
national conservatism in our present federal
government-driven society, made up as it is
of disparate groups, factions, cultures, and
outlooks, smacks instead of a politicized,
and therefore inherently leftist, constructed
society. If what has become of American
conservatism continues to emphasize the
national instead of the regional, they will
find themselves unable to compete with
a much more powerful political brand of
centralism, characterized by the AOCs of
the world. An instinct characterized by
taking all fights to Washington, D.C. tends
to accomplish only the channelling of power
and identity to Washington, D.C.
Against all this, we continue to promote
and champion decentralization; not only
politically, but socially and mentally as
well. The commitment to one’s community
and region over the so-called and artificial
“national community” is tremendously more
realistic and mindful of the nature of social
organization. This is, as well, an important
aspect of our framework that promotes the
reinstatement of non-political institutions
to which individual and familial units can
cling in a time of political disintegration.
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4.

W

hile the general interpretive
framework of our modern world
holds that democratic universalism,
egalitarian social structures, highly regulated
economic interventionism, and our alleged
“propositional nationhood” constitute the “end
of history” and the fulfillment of mankind’s
progressive advancement, our reaction to these
things involves a more critical nuance. We
are neither pronouncers of progress nor dour
declinists.
If neither civilizational progress nor decline
is inevitable, it follows that the course of human
history depends on the people who make it.
Mises once expressed sorrow and regret that
his motivating attempt to prevent Austria and
Europe from social disintegration resulted only
in his being a “historian of decline.” But his
profound words of wisdom on the importance
of communicating ideas to the world offer us the
inspiration to undertake this project.
In our time, capitalism is seen as the enemy
of all humanity, decentralization as a reflection
of man’s inherent tribalistic bigotries, and a
principled commitment to private property as
an antiquated scourge on socially meaningful
living.
However, people believe these things because
this is what is taught by the most influential
sources of contemporary propaganda– a
politically regulated and controlled system of
education and news/opinion media. Thus, we
see our role, as small in reach as we may be, as
participating in the rediscovery and renewed
interest of non-politicized avenues of expression.
Our intention is to continue to produce
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A R EF UG E
F O R I DEA S

content into the future that can speak to
libertarians who, like us, recognize that there is
an entire world of literary criticism, historical
narrative, sociological analysis, and social
philosophy in the greater Western tradition.
These have gone unnoticed in modern man’s
being distracted by the tiring and degrading
contemporary world of political news and
shallow entertainment. Beyond all the noise,
there lies hidden and disregarded, presented
in tremendous literary and aesthetic elegance,
an entire body of Western social thought.
Libertarians ought to learn from those that
came before.
And conversely, we aim to offer insight to
those, interested in the likes of Tucker Carlson,
who recognize the socio-cultural crisis in our
time and, yet, who unfairly cast blame on
capitalism and decentralism. We seek to leverage
our economic and political theory unswervingly,
yet never forgetting that there is more to human
history than markets and libertarianism’s ethical
analysis of the state.
The demeanor we carry forward in our time
of social upheaval and agitation is a realistic
Austro-libertarianism; one that fits into a wider
context of the fight that Western man must
undertake to defend and protect what is true,
good, and beautiful and to speak resolutely
against the degradation of these things. If it is
possible for civilization to ever regress, and if
the era of modernity and postmodernity are in
crisis, indeed if the sun is setting on our age of
American democratic imperialism, it is worth
journaling the transition to a state of affairs
beyond this setting sun.
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Crisis and Utopia:

The Development of Socialism
BY CHRIS CALTON

A sweeping overview of the
evolution of socialist thought from
de Sismondi to the utopian socialists
to the rise and spread of Marxism.

22
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Lenin with comrades at a May Day rally in Red Square, May 1919

A

t the turn of the nineteenth century, Classical Economics—as
represented by Adam Smith in Britain and Jean-Baptiste Say
in France—seemed unassailable. The American Revolution,
to many people, demonstrated the failures of the old
economic order of mercantilism and colonialism. The flourishing trade
after the war proved protective tariffs useless, and the rise of industrial
production encouraged the expansion of trade networks. Smith and his
acolytes seemed proven right in their calls for free trade and economic
competition.
Industrialization ushered in rapid increases in national productivity
and, with it, the uncomfortable disruption of traditional ways of life. In 1815,
English manufacturers had a surplus of stockpiled goods that they could not
export during the War of 1812, forcing them to reduce production and lay
off workers. The concept of unemployment was effectively unknown at this
time, and displaced workers—following the 1811 example of Ned Ludd and
his Luddites—rioted and destroyed the industrial machines they blamed
for their misery. In 1825, following a period of significant credit expansion,
the market crashed, leading to the collapse of dozens of provincial banks.
People began to question whether there were yet-undiscovered flaws in the
new economic system of industrialization and free trade.
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OUR PRESENT ERA

“Today’s reality shows
us that the eclipse
of authority does not

Augusto
Del Noce

coincide at all with the
advent of liberation,
but rather with that of
power, and totalitarian
systems are the tangible
expression of this
substitution.”

62
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QUARTERLY INTERVIEW | SUMMER 2019

G ENE EP S TE IN
As socialism floods back into American political discourse it is high time
that proponents of Austrian economics step up to the plate and remind the
world of the devastating effects that the widespread adoption of socialist
ideas can have. While it is becoming increasingly fashionable to take up
the rhetoric of anti-capitalism, Gene Epstein never takes a prisoner in his
defense of the goodness of capitalism. And while there are many who hold to
a fuzzy distortion of capitalism, better described as a state-manipulated crony
corporatism, Epstein is a strident and unapologetic disciple of Ludwig von
Mises, Murray Rothbard, and the other Austrian school champions of a free
market economy. What a great privilege it is to share our conversation.
72
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“It’s still possible to persuade people away
from socialism. One of the advantages
that Austrians have is that they explain
things clearly and logically. Austrians have
the ability to impart to the likes of me and
so many others that capitalism works.”
C.JAY: You often recall that you
had Marxist tendencies when you
were younger. Your mother was a
communist. Before you eventually
discovered Austrian economics
when you were a student at the
New School, had you already
rejected Marxism or was it still
lingering as you struggled to accept the model-based frameworks
of mainstream economics?

GENE: To say that I had “Marxist
tendencies” is both an overstatement and an understatement.
My mother was a member of the
Communist Party, so Marx himself
was less relevant to my early life—
and my mother’s life—than Joe
Stalin was. The Soviet system was
the system my mother felt loyal to,
and she taught me to be loyal to it
also. The capitalist system in the
US was the system that she taught
me to hate, just as she hated it. So,
Marx was less relevant to my early
life than the communism that
Marx had supposedly inspired.
When I was a teenager I became
quite interested in Cuba, and my
mother was a member of the Fair
Play for Cuba Committee. She
traveled to Cuba and actually met
Fidel Castro. So, when I say it’s an
understatement, I mean I didn’t

have just “tendencies,” I actually
embraced all these things, this was
how I perceived the world. At that
age, I simply felt loyal to the Soviet Union. But by my late teens, I
began to become disabused of my
mother’s infatuation with Soviet
socialism and became a democratic socialist.
Given my bleeding heart nature, I
felt it was immoral for me to live
as an American in a world of poverty. I wrestled with that for years
in my twenties and took all these
things very seriously. These were
not mere tendencies for me.
Before I attended the New School,
I was an actor and a playwright; I
enrolled in a graduate school program for creative writing. When
that didn’t work out, I decided to
enroll in the New School for economics. I had never taken a single
course in economics in undergraduate school at Brandeis—I think
that was fine in retrospect, because
I don’t have a whole lot of respect
for economics as it is conventionally taught. I was still pretty active
in the antiwar movement. I even
helped form the New Left movement called SDS (Students for a
Democratic Society) at Brandeis.
The Vietnam War, and to some
degree civil rights, were the issues
that mattered to me at the time.

I enrolled at the New School
with the intention to really study
Marxism and socialism and figure
out how the socialist model could
work. I sought to finally understand systematically what kind of
socialist society I wanted. I had
already been disabused of the idea
that Soviet socialism had any answers; I recognized full well that it
was authoritarian, but I wondered
whether it was possible to have
sort of a “libertarian” socialism. I
then studied mainstream economics, read into Marxism, read Adam
Smith—I was finding nothing that
satisfied me. I was intellectually
adrift.
So, when you ask what was lingering in my mind, at that stage,
the answer is very little. I began
to think that there really was no
systematic way to think about any
of these issues. I was dissatisfied
with mainstream economics and
in fact, while I was teaching it in
college to earn some extra money,
I remember being completely
disabused of the very subject I was
teaching! I was even considering
just moving into a commune; you
know, dropping out and becoming
part of the commune movement
as the answer to my radical inclinations. I still cared deeply about
the poor of America, the poor of
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Austrians On the
Socialist Front
By Kristoffer Hansen
The Early Critiques

An enduring theme of Austrian economics has been a
deep engagement with socialist theory in all its forms.
Upon the birth of the Austrian school in the 1880s and
1890s, academic engagement with Marxist socialism
was intense in Vienna. The arguments were generally
about theoretical points, with the theory of marginal
utility opposing the labor theory of value as subjective
value theory gradually increased in popularity. But they
also touched on the practical possibilities of a socialist
state. Friedrich von Wieser, for instance, argued that
the socialist state could not possibly be administered
according to the socialist theory of value.1
The Austrian economists were not blind to other
forms of socialism. While Carl Menger, the founder of
the Austrian school as a unique economic tradition, did
not engage directly in the debates between Marxists
and Austrians, part of his criticism of the German
historical school was its embrace of socialism. The
historical school of jurisprudence was conservative in
outlook, as it opposed reforms and revolutions imposed
on societies and laws that had developed organically.
The German economists who took inspiration from
Friedrich Carl von Savigny and the other historicist
jurists, on the other hand, did not follow this basic
orientation:
A historical school of economists comparable to
the historical school of jurists, which would have
defended existing economic schools and interests
against the exaggerations of reform thought in the
field of economy, but especially against socialism,
would have fulfilled a certain mission even in
Germany and prevented many a later setback ...
Nothing was further from the thoughts of the
historical school of economists in Germany than the
idea of an analogous conservative orientation in the
field of economy. For this the historical orientation
of German economists was something much too
superficial and lacking in depth. On the contrary,
its proponents, in a practical respect, lined up even
a short time ago almost completely with the liberal
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policy-makers of progress in the field of economics,
until no small part of them most recently offered the
rare spectacle of a historical school of economists
with socialistic tendencies.2
Menger also extended this criticism of socialistic
tendencies to the pragmatism of the classical
economists: Adam Smith and his followers had failed
to understand the development of social institutions,
which had led them to believe that these could always be
changed and reformed for the better by express political
action. They championed a pragmatic approach to
economic phenomena, and had no understanding for
the need to preserve the organic structures of society
and economy:
What characterizes the theories of A. Smith
and his followers is the one-sided rationalistic
liberalism, the not infrequently impetuous effort to
do away with what exists, with what is not always
sufficiently understood, the just as impetuous urge
to create something new in the realm of political
institutions—often enough without sufficient
knowledge and experience ...
Against these efforts of the Smithian school there was
revealed to our science a vast realm of fruitful activity
in the sense of the orientation of Burke-Savigny—
not in the sense of simply maintaining what had
organically developed as unassailable, as if it were
the higher wisdom in human affairs as opposed
to the intended ordering of social conditions. The
aim of the efforts under discussion here had to be,
on the contrary, the full understanding of existing
social institutions in general and of organically
created institutions in particular, the retention of
what had proved its worth against the one-sidedly
rationalistic mania for innovation in the field of
economy. The object was to prevent the dissolution
of the organically developed economy by means of
a partially superficial pragmatism, a pragmatism
that contrary to the intention of its representatives
inexorably leads to socialism.3
We see here, in embryo, engagement with both
a revolutionary socialism that advocates the
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RECESSION
AHEAD?
AUSTRIAN THEORETICAL
ORIGINS OF THE YIELD
CURVE INVERSION
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ne of the most intriguing statistical relationships known across schools of thought is
in the news recently. It’s called “yield curve inversion.” The phenomenon of yield curve
inversion attracts a high level of attention because of its peculiar frequency. For reasons
we’ll explore below, yield curves consistently—and uncomfortably—invert in the year
leading up to economic recessions and depressions.
What is yield curve inversion? What, if anything, can we learn about it from the perspective of Austrian
Economics? Does the Austrian view reveal anything we otherwise might miss? Do we gain any predictive
capability if we think from the Austrian perspective?
In exploring the answers to these questions, we’ll review analytical tools necessary to identify where
the US economy is in the business cycle and how to think about yield curve data from the Austrian
perspective.

What is Yield Curve Inversion?
Individuals and institutions can lend money to the government by buying government debt. The
instruments (such as a bond, bill, or note) with which you can buy government debt pay a regular income
for the duration—called the maturity—of the instrument. This income, when calculated as a percentage
of the purchase price of the instrument, is called the yield.
The yield curve is a graph of the various yields (on the y-axis) of Treasury debt instruments and their
maturities (on the x-axis). The US Treasury sells debt—bills, notes, and bonds of varying maturities—for
cash to fund government programs. The length of time to maturity ranges from one month to thirty years.
For example, an individual might buy a ten-year Treasury bond (debt) that will pay a periodic income
(yield) from the time of purchase for ten years (maturity). At the end of the ten years, the individual
receives the face amount of the bond.
All of this is fancy language for: lending to the government, receiving interest payments from the
government, and receiving back an agreed upon amount (the face amount) when the time comes for the
government to repay the loan.
Usually, economists say that the yield on government debt is upward-sloping, meaning the curve rises
as it goes from left to right. In other words, the yield is typically higher for instruments of longer maturity.
Consider this graph of the yield on the ten-year, two-year, and three-month Treasury bonds.

Notice that the yield on the 10-year bond (blue line) generally remains higher than the yield on the
two-year note (yellow line), which in turn remains higher than the yield on the three-month bill (green
line). The idea is that if an investor is going to lend money to the government for a longer period of time,
he needs to receive greater compensation than if he were to lend for a shorter period of time.
However, something strange happens every five to ten years or so: the yield curve “inverts.” Whereas
a “normal” yield curve shows greater yields for longer maturities, an inverted yield curve shows greater
yields for shorter maturities. In other words, yield curve inversion is the exception to the rule of greater
yields for longer-term maturities that one would otherwise expect.
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Socialists on the
Precipice

by C.Jay Engel

IN SEEKING TO UNDERSTAND and encapsulate the
motivation for socialism’s return to the limelight over
the previous decade, George Reisman’s particular
focus on the failure of economic interventionism as
a system is quite useful (Piketty’s Capital: Wrong
Theory, Destructive Program). While socialists in all
decades have cast their core blame on an essential
dynamic of capitalism—the distinction between wageearners and the recipients of profit (capitalists)—they
have continued to ignore the fundamental differences
between the process of free market capitalism and the
effects of a “capitalism” marked by bureaucratization,
regimentation, manipulation, and control by the
coercive state, also known as interventionism.
Reisman describes our era as one characterized by
the “US government’s assault” on the market economic
system. He writes that “over the course of several
generations, the US government has taxed away
trillions upon trillions of dollars that otherwise would
have been saved and invested and thereby added to the
capital of the American economy.... And its policies of
chronic inflation and credit expansion have caused the
waste of a substantial portion of the greatly reduced
supply of capital that remains.”
Moreover, “massive credit expansion pouring into
the real estate market resulted in the last decade in
millions of homes being constructed for buyers who
could not afford to pay for them, thus representing a
massive unremunerated transfer of wealth and causing
a corresponding deficiency in the capital of producers
throughout the economic system.”
And finally, “the deficiency of capital has been
compounded by a steadily growing list of government
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imposed rules and regulations written and enforced
by dozens of government agencies and now amounting
to more than 700,000 pages.... These rules and
regulations exist for the purpose of forcing business
firms to do what is unprofitable or prevent them from
doing what is profitable.”
All these (taxes, inflation, and regulation) have
undermined the market economy to such an extent
that “government’s massive assault on the supply of
capital has begun to transform the American economic
system from one of continuous economic progress and
generally rising living standards into one of stagnation
and outright decline.”
This has created a great sense of economic
disillusionment among the rising generation of
Westerners; and without a proper education in the
dynamics of capitalism and an underlying spirit of
egalitarian resentment, they are fueled for socioeconomic revolt. Reisman once more:
“As people have learned that the economic system
is not indestructible, they have turned in anger
and resentment against ‘economic inequality,’ as
though it were the surviving wealth of others that
was the cause of their poverty, rather than the fact
that, thanks to the government, others do not have
sufficient capital to supply and employ them in the
manner they would like.”
The Book’s Purpose
And thus, into this context of disillusionment and
despair comes The Socialist Manifesto, authored
by Bhaskar Sunkara, founder and publisher of the
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After the Music Stops

P U B L I S H E R U P DAT E :

T H E R OA D T H AT L I E S A H E A D
This summer 2019 issue was a tremendous effort,
we’re all feeling it. As our third issue, second in
print, we recognize that we have come further than
we anticipated in less than a year. The January
issue was a complete practice trial: nobody involved
at the time had any experience whatsoever in the
creation of a magazine; and there were spelling and
grammatical errors galore. The spring was even more
teeth clenching, though in a different way. We had
additional editorial and layout/design help but I was
making it up as I went and therefore sporadic in how
I incorporated everyone’s assistance. To make matters
more stressful, our initial print experience bombed
and within the span of seven days we had to find a new
printer and rush the job.
The product came out marvelous, however, and we
knew we could really do this. Our print trial run was
a smash hit with the subscribers and we completely
sold out. While everyone (perhaps myself most of all)
realized there were imperfections, it served perfectly
as a proof of concept: our words and ideas were finally
unveiled in a product.
But we don’t just want to create a print publication
for its own sake. If content was all that mattered, blogs
and websites service this purpose just fine. We want to
create an experience. This experience needs to mix the
proper aesthetic with the array of high quality up-andcoming thinkers and writers in the greater Austrolibertarian fold. We want them to have a home here, to
feel eager to contribute to a principled publication that
is worth their time in an academic environment that is
immensely hostile to their interpretation of the world.
Just as importantly, these are the writers and
thinkers that are capable of digging into the literature
and contributions of the past and bringing them to
life for the modern lay reader. There aren’t many who

This issue was a big
improvement. But we’ve
only just begun. Jacobin
still has more readers.
have the mentality and stamina to do this difficult
and excruciating task, but those readers new to our
ideas will most certainly benefit from the translation
and restatement of these writings. We must not let
them be lost; it must always be remembered that this
publication stands on the shoulders of giants.
And in this issue, we have made grand steps toward
that end. As most readers are aware, I do not shy away
from repeating the extent to which I was motivated
to produce all this after seeing the successes of
Jacobin magazine, the socialist left’s own elegant and
insufferable publication. Comparing our round three
with theirs is a pleasing exercise.
Now, I’m going to once again hint at the future of
this magazine. Last issue, I was convinced that Austro
Libertarian as a name puts a ceiling on our audience.
It is perfect for where we are, but not where we need
to be: 40,000 subscribers. We have obsessed over the
name change for months. We are very confident that we
will land with “Bastion,” as a reference to our conviction
that there is something that still remains in Western
thought worth saving from the socio-intellectual
revolution on the far left. More on this soon.



Until the Fall,
–C.Jay Engel
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“Mises’s fourth and last great work remains his
most neglected masterpiece. It provides the
philosophical backstop and elaboration of the
philosophy underlying Human Action.”
– Murray Rothbard –

Buy one for your friends! AustroLibertarian.com/gift

Socialism is the
repudiation not
only of freedom and
prosperity, but of dignity,
meaning, and civilized
advancement.

